
EVENT SOURCE
EventSource.com 
877.901.0000

PANACHE EVENTS
PanacheEvents.com 
800.30.PARTY (72789)

AFTER HOURS
Call above toll free numbers and press 
Option 2. Please leave a message and we 
will respond shortly.

SKU 552-500 INCLUDES
Machine/Cart
Floss Bowl
Clear Bubble Guard
While Grip, 4 Clips

INSTRUCTIONS

COTTON CANDY
MACHINE consistently deliveringtm

pg 1

NOTE
Step 8 is crucial to prevent sugar from 
clogging and burning.

Servings: 500 1000 2000
Floss Mix 1/2 gallon 10 20 40
Floss Cones 100 pack 5 10 20
Plastic Bags 100 pack 5 10 20

OPTIONS
Floss sugar carton 1/2 gallon
Cotton candy cones
Cotton candy bags   

WARNING
Do not put hand close to the center of 
the machine while operating. 

Please do not attempt to clean this 
machine as problems may occur.

STEP 1

STEP 2

STEP 3

STEP 4

STEP 5

STEP 6

STEP 7

STEP 8

STEP 9

STEP 10

STEP 11

STEP 12

Make sure motor is positioned in the center of the cart and switches are 
facing the opening.

Plug the machine into a standard electrical outlet.

Fill center of machine with approximately one cup or less of sugar.

Moisten Whirl Grip (mesh screen) with a damp sponge. This process allows the 
floss to adhere to the side of the floss bowl.

Dampen cone slightly and twirl cone approximately 1 inch away from Whirl Grip.

Work floss away from the center of machine. You may make several servings, 
approximately up to 10 at once, but will have to stop to allow machine to cool to 
prevent the sugar from burning.

Allow machine to cool for a few minutes.

When you are ready to make more servings, repeat 5-9.

Turn the motor switch ON and turn the heat switch to MEDIUM.

When cool, turn OFF the motor switch.

Step 8 is crucial to prevent sugar from clogging and burning.

COTTON CANDY SUPPLIES


